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(57) Abstract: Light panels, and methods of providing the light panels, are
described. The described light panels are substantially transparent and can
operate as an illumination device or as a solar panel. An example light pan
el includes a first optic layer for transmitting light; a second optic layer
with a reflective surface configured for one of directing light from the first
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Title: Light Panel, Optical Assembly with Improved Interface and Light Panel with

Improved Manufacturing Tolerances

Field

[1] The described embodiments relate to light panels and in particular, light panels

that are substantially transparent. The light panel may be used as a solar collector or as

an illumination device.

Background

[2] Solar power systems include optical components that operate to concentrate

solar energy onto photovoltaic cells. The photovoltaic cells collect the solar energy and

convert the solar energy into electric current.

[3] Existing solar power systems can be expensive and limited in structure. Certain

solar power systems may protect the optical components by enclosing the optical

components with aluminum frames, which can be expensive. Some other solar power

systems may use glass to protect the optical components but the physical configuration

of glass is generally limited since glass cannot be easily molded into different shapes.

[4] The structure of existing solar power systems can also restrict the assembly

process. Solar power systems generally include an array of optical components and

each optical component corresponds to at least one photovoltaic cell. The distance

between each photovoltaic cell within the array of photovoltaic cells and the distance

between each optical component within the array of optical components are generally

predefined so that variations at assembly are not possible. As a result, any shrinkage of

an optical component or error in positioning of a photovoltaic cell can lead to

misalignment between most, if not all, of the optical components and the respective

photovoltaic cells.

[5] Solar power systems that are more cost-effective and simpler to manufacture are

needed. These solar power systems should also be versatile in design so that they can

also be adapted as illumination devices.



Summary

[6] Various embodiments described herein generally relate to a light panel

comprising:

a first optic layer for transmitting light;

a second optic layer having a reflective surface configured for one of directing

light from the first optic layer and directing light to the first optic layer; and

a receiving assembly disposed between the first optic layer and the second optic

layer, the receiving assembly having:

a first receiving layer adjacent to the first optic layer;

a second receiving layer adjacent to the second optic layer and separated

from the first receiving layer; and

a light device coupled to the first receiving layer, the light device being

operable to receive light from the reflective surface via the second receiving layer

when the reflective surface is configured to direct light from the first optic layer;

and the light device being operable to provide light to the reflective surface via

the second receiving layer when the reflective surface is configured to direct light

to the first optic layer;

wherein each of the first optic layer, the second optic layer and the receiving

assembly is substantially transparent.

[7] In accordance with various embodiments described herein, there is provided a

light panel array comprising a series of at least two light panels described herein.

[8] In accordance with various embodiments described herein, there is provided a

method for providing a light panel by an assembler. The method involves:

providing a receiving assembly, the receiving assembly having:

a first receiving layer;

a second receiving layer separated from the first receiving layer; and

a light device coupled to the first receiving layer;

scanning, with an optical module, the receiving assembly to determine a position

of the light device;

placing a first optic layer adjacent to the first receiving layer based on the position

of the light device; and



placing a second optic layer adjacent to the second receiving layer based on the

placement of the first optic layer;

wherein each of the first optic layer, the second optic layer and the receiving

assembly is substantially transparent.

Detailed Description of Drawings

[9] Several embodiments of the present invention will now be described in detail with

reference to the drawings, in which:

FIG. 1A is an exploded perspective view of a light panel in accordance with an

example embodiment;

FIG. 1B is a top view of the light panel of FIG. 1;

FIG. 1C is a bottom view of the light panel of FIG. ;

FIG. 2 is an exploded perspective view of a light panel array in accordance with

an example embodiment;

FIG. 3A is a cross-sectional view of a light panel operating as a solar panel in

accordance with an example embodiment;

FIG. 3B is a cross-sectional view of a light panel operating as an illumination

device in accordance with an example embodiment;

FIG. 4A is a cross-sectional view of a light panel in accordance with another

example embodiment;

FIG. 4B illustrates the light panel of FIG. 4A after being exposed to a high

temperature environment in accordance with an example embodiment;

FIG. 4C illustrates the light panel of FIG. 4A after being exposed to a low

temperature environment in accordance with an example embodiment;

FIG. 4D is an array of the light panel of FIG. 4C in accordance with an example

embodiment;

FIGS. 5A to 5D are cross-sectional views of various different light panels

operating as a solar panel in accordance with various different embodiments; and

FIG. 6 is a flowchart of an example embodiment of various methods of providing

a light panel.



[10] The drawings, described below, are provided for purposes of illustration, and not

of limitation, of the aspects and features of various examples of embodiments described

herein. For simplicity and clarity of illustration, elements shown in the drawings have not

necessarily been drawn to scale. The dimensions of some of the elements may be

exaggerated relative to other elements for clarity. It will be appreciated that for simplicity

and clarity of illustration, where considered appropriate, reference numerals may be

repeated among the drawings to indicate corresponding or analogous elements or

steps.

Description of Example Embodiments

[1 1] It will be appreciated that numerous specific details are set forth in order to

provide a thorough understanding of the example embodiments described herein.

However, it will be understood by those of ordinary skill in the art that the embodiments

described herein may be practiced without these specific details. In other instances,

well-known methods, procedures and components have not been described in detail so

as not to obscure the embodiments described herein. Furthermore, this description and

the drawings are not to be considered as limiting the scope of the embodiments

described herein in any way, but rather as merely describing the implementation of the

various embodiments described herein.

[12] The various embodiments described herein generally relate to light panels that

are substantially transparent. The transparency of the light panel can, at least, simplify

the assembly process and improve a tolerance of the light panel.

[13] For example, substantially transparent light panels can be formed using a plastic

material. When compared with other materials, such as metal for instance, plastic

materials are easier to shape into different configurations. Plastic materials are also

typically less expensive than metal materials.

[14] Also, since the light panels described herein are substantially transparent, the

light panels can be used as windows (e.g., skylights) of buildings and therefore, serve

multiple purposes. For example, when the light panels operating as illumination devices

are used as windows, the light panels allow passage of light into an interior of the

building while also capturing light for later or further illumination of the interior.



[15] Reference is first made to FIG. A , which illustrates an exploded perspective

view of an example light panel 0 . FIG. 1B is a top view of the light panel 0 and FIG.

C is a bottom view of the light panel 10.

[16] The light panel 10, or a variation of the light panel, may also be provided in a light

panel array. For example, as shown in FIG. 2, an arrangement of two or more light

panels 10 can be provided in a light panel array 100. The light panel array 100

includes sixteen light panels 110 arranged in a four by four configuration. The light

panels 10 in the example of FIG. 2 are similar to the light panel 10 shown in FIG. A

except the light panel 110 includes a heat spreader 122. It will be understood that

various other array configurations can similarly be used.

[17] Referring again to FIG. 1A, the light panel 10 includes a first optic layer 12 for

transmitting light and a second optic layer 14 having a reflective surface 40 for directing

light. Depending on the application of the light panel 10, as will be described, the

reflective surface 40 can direct light to the first optic layer 12 or direct light received from

the first optic layer 12. Further, the reflective surface 40 may reflect light by total internal

reflection (TIR) or may include a mirror coating (not shown) for reflecting light. The light

panel 0 also includes a receiving assembly 16 disposed between the first optic layer

2 and the second optic layer 14.

[18] The first optic layer 12 acts to transmit light and includes one or more lenses.

The lenses may be annular in shape in some embodiments. For example, as shown in

FIGS. 1A and 1B, the first optic layer 12 of the light panel 10 can include three annular

and concentric lenses 42, 44 and 46 each with a different radius. The annular lenses

42, 44 and 46 can be provided in a series. That is, an annular lens, such as annular

lens 42, can be provided to fit within an inner circle of another annular lens, such as

annular lens 44. In this way, an outer edge 42o of the annular lens 42 can be coupled to

an inner edge 44i of the annular lens 44. Similarly, the annular lens 44 can be provided

to fit within an inner circle of yet another outer annular lens, such as annular lens 46

(i.e., an outer edge 44o of the annular lens 44 can be coupled to an inner edge 46i of

the annular lens 46), and so on. It will be understood that a fewer or greater number of

annular lenses may be used in the first optic layer 12.



[19] As shown in FIG. 1A, the receiving assembly 16 includes a first receiving layer

20 that is adjacent to the first optic layer 12 and a second receiving layer 24 that is

adjacent to the second optic layer 14. The second receiving layer 24 is separate from

the first receiving layer 20.

[20] In some embodiments, at least a portion of the separation between the first

receiving layer 20 and the second receiving layer 24 can be filled with an encapsulant.

The encapsulant can help distribute heat at the receiving assembly 16 and can also

facilitate the separation between the first receiving layer 20 and the second receiving

layer 24. The encapsulant may include silicone, for example.

[21] As shown in FIG. 2 , a heat spreader 122 may be disposed between the first

receiving layer 120 and the second receiving layer 124. The heat spreader 122 may

generally include a heat-conducting arrangement that helps to radiate or dissipate heat

across a surface of the receiving assembly 116. The heat spreader 122 may also

facilitate electrical conductivity. For example, the heat spreader can act as an electrical

interconnection between the light devices 30. Since the heat spreader 122 is typically

not formed of a transparent material, the heat spreader 122 is usually provided in a

configuration that would minimally interfere with the light path between the first optic

layer 112 and the second optic layer 114. For instance, the heat spreader 122 in FIG. 2

is provided in a hub and spoke configuration so that more spacing is available to allow

passage of light between the first optic layer 112 and the second optic layer 11 . The

heat spreader 122 may similarly be provided in other suitable configurations, such as a

planar configuration.

[22] Referring again to FIG. 1A, as shown, a light device 30 can be mounted within

the receiving assembly 16 so as to be in optical communication with the reflective

surface 40 of the second optic layer 14. That is, an opening of the light device 30 faces

the reflective surface 40 but faces away from the first optic layer 12.

[23] The light device 30 may be coupled, directly or indirectly, to the first receiving

layer 20. For example, when the heat spreader 122 is included in the light panel 110 of

FIG. 2 , the light device 30 may be mounted to the heat spreader 122. As will be

described, the light device 30 can operate to provide light to the second optic layer 14



via the second receiving layer 24 or to receive light from the second optic layer 14 via

the second receiving layer 24.

[24] As is generally understood, a size of the light device 30 can affect its operation.

That is, a light device 30 with a smaller surface area is typically less sensitive than a

light device 30 with a larger surface area. A light device 30 with the smaller surface area

requires more precise alignment with the first optic layer 12 than a light device 30 with

the larger surface area. To maximize the transparency of the light device 30, in some

embodiments, a size of the light device 30 may be provided approximately based on a

size of a lens at the first optic layer 12 or a surface area of the first optic layer 1 as a

whole. For example, a surface area of the light device 30 may be approximately 1000 to

2000 times smaller than the surface area of the first optic layer 1 .

[25] In embodiments in which the first optic layer 12 includes more than one lens, the

size of the light device 30 may be determined based on a surface area of one or more

of the lenses at the first optic layer 12 or with respect to the surface area of the first

optic layer 12 as a whole.

[26] The second optic layer 14 can be provided substantially parallel to the first optic

layer 12. As noted, the first optic layer 12 and the second optic layer 14, together,

cooperate to provide a light path between the lens 42, 44, or 46 and the light device 30.

The position of the light device 30 relative to the optical components at the first optic

layer 12 (such as the lens) and the second optic layer 14 can be critical to the efficiency

of the light panel 10. To facilitate the light path between the first optic layer 2 and the

light device 30, the light device 30 can be coupled to the first receiving layer 20 relative

to the one or more lens at the first optic layer 12.

[27] Depending on the application of the light panel 10, the first optic layer 2 may

transmit light received from an external source (e.g., the sun) to the reflective surface 40

or transmit light provided by the light source 30, via the reflective surface 40, externally

away from the light panel. The reflective surface 40 can direct the light within one or

more reflections.

[28] Reference will now be made to FIGS. 3A and 3B, which are cross-sectional

views of the light panel 10 which illustrate the light panel 10 operating in two different

application modes.



[29] Depending on the type of light device 30 used, the light panel 0 can be adapted

to operate either as a solar panel or as an illumination device. When the light device 30

includes a photovoltaic (PV) cell, for instance, the light panel 10 can operate as a solar

panel by receiving light via the first optic layer 12 and directing, by the second optic

layer 14, the received light to the PV cell for collection. If the light device 30 includes a

light source, the light panel 10 can operate as an illumination device by providing light to

the second optic layer 14, which then directs the light to the first optic layer 12 to be

transmitted externally.

[30] FIG. 3A is a cross-sectional view of a light panel 200A operating as a solar panel

in accordance with an example embodiment. The light panel 200A, similar to the light

panel 10 of FIGS. A to 1C, includes the first optic layer 212 and the second optic layer

214. Similar to the receiving assembly 116 of FIG. 2 , the receiving assembly 216

includes a heat spreader 222 between the first receiving layer 220 and the second

receiving layer 224.

[31] In the embodiment of FIG. 3A, the light device 230A includes a PV cell for

collecting light received via the first optic layer 212. An example light path 60A is shown.

The light panel 200A operates based on light provided by an external source, such as

the sun. The light path 60A, therefore, begins from outside the light panel 200A. On

contact with the first optic layer 212, the light path 60A can be refracted as it passes

through the first optic layer 212 and across the receiving assembly 2 16 . The lenses

242, 244, and 246 can focus light received, such as light received along the light path

60A, through openings in the heat spreader 222. The openings in the heat spreader 222

are regions within the heat spreader 222 that do not cover the second receiving layer

224. When the light path 60A arrives at the second optic layer 214, the light path 60A is

directed by the reflective surface 240 to the light device 230A. The reflective surface

240 in this example is provided so that it can direct the light to the light device 230A

within two reflections. It will be understood that a fewer or greater number of reflections

may similarly be used.

[32] It should also be understood that only one light path 60A is shown in FIG. 3A for

ease of exposition. Multiple light paths 60A can occur at any one time during operation

of the light panels 10 , 110, and 200A described herein.



[33] Referring now to FIG. 3B, which is a cross-sectional view of a light panel 200B

operating as an illumination device in accordance with an example embodiment. The

arrangement of the light panel 200B is generally analogous to the arrangement of the

light panel 200A except that the light device 230B includes a light source instead of a

PV cell.

[34] The light device 230B in the light panel 200B provides light that is eventually

transmitted by the first optic layer 212 externally away from the light panel 200B. An

example light path 60B is shown. The light path 60B begins at the light device 230B.

When the light path 60B arrives at the second optic layer 214, the light path 60B is

directed by the reflective surface 240 towards the first optic layer 212 via the receiving

assembly 216. As described, the reflective surface 240 is provided so that it can direct

the light towards the first optic layer 212 within two reflections. On contact with the first

optic layer 212, the light path 60B may be refracted as it is transmitted externally away

from the light panel 200B. The lenses 242, 244, and 246 may receive light that has

been reflected by the reflective surface 240, such as along the light path 60B. The

lenses 242, 244 and 246 may then collimate the light received from the reflective

surface 240 so that the light panel 200B can provide a collimated beam via the first optic

layer 212.

[35] As noted, the light panels 10, 110 , 200A and 200B described herein are

substantially transparent. Referring to FIG. 1A, each of the first optic layer 12, the

second optic layer 14, the first receiving layer 20 and the second receiving layer 24 can

be composed of a substantially transparent material. Since the first and second optic

layers 12 and 14 and the first and second receiving layers 20 and 24 generally provide

different functions, different materials may be appropriate for the first and second optic

layers 12 and 14 and the first and second receiving layers 20 and 24.

[36] For example, the material used for the first and second optic layers 12 and 14

should be capable of being molded into different optical components to facilitate the

transmission, refraction and reflection of light (e.g., by total internal reflection), whereas

the material used for the first and second receiving layers 20 and 24 can be more rigid

in order to better protect the light device 30 and to provide structural support to the light

panel 10.



[37] Also, the material used for the first optic layer 12 and the second optic layer 14

can have a different coefficient of thermal expansion than the material used for the first

and second receiving layers 20 and 24.

[38] The material used for the first optic layer 12 and the second optic layer 14 may

be a polymer-based material, such as poly(methyl methacrylate) (P A). Polymer-

based materials tend to be more malleable and can, therefore, enable molding into

optical components of different shapes. Components formed from polymer-based

materials, compared to glass for example, are also easier and less expensive to

fabricate since more conventional fabrication techniques, such as injection molding, are

available.

[39] The material used for the first receiving layer 20 and the second receiving layer

24 may be glass. Glass, compared to polymer-based materials, is more rigid and stable.

As is known, an elastic modulus for glass in terms of Young's modulus is approximately

between 70 to 300 GPa whereas the elastic modulus for polymer-based materials such

as PMMA is approximately between 1.8 to 3.1 GPa. The rigidity of glass can protect the

receiving assembly 16. Glass can also be constructed to cover larger surface areas.

Glass can also provide electrical insulation.

[40] For example, since the receiving assembly 16 is disposed between the first optic

layer 12 and the second optic layer 14, the polymer-based first optic layer 12 and the

second optic layer 14 can act as a protective layer for the first receiving layer 20 and the

second receiving layer 24. Also, the use of glass at the first optic layer 12 and the

second optic layer 14 facilitates positioning of the receiving assembly 16. As described

herein, the position of the receiving assembly 16 substantially affects the effectiveness

of the light panel 10. The rigidity of the glass can minimize unwanted movement of the

receiving assembly 16.

[41] The use of materials with different coefficients of thermal expansion may cause

problems at the interface between these materials. Since the material at the first and

second optic layers 12 and 14 is generally associated with a higher coefficient of

thermal expansion than the material at the first and second receiving layers 20 and 24,

the first optic layer 12 and the first receiving layer 20 and the second optic layer 14 and

the second receiving layer 24 may have different physical reactions to heat. Any



adhesive or bond between the first optic layer 2 and the first receiving layer 20 may be

broken or impaired as the first optic layer 12 is likely to expand sooner than the first

receiving layer 20 in response to heat. The second optic layer 14 may operate similarly

as the first optic layer 12. To accommodate the different coefficients of thermal

expansion, an elastomeric interface may be provided between the first optic layer 12

and the first receiving layer 20, and also between the second optic layer 14 and the

second receiving layer 24.

[42] FIGS. 4A, 4B and 4C are cross-sectional views of other example light panels in

accordance with various embodiments.

[43] FIG. 4A is a cross-sectional view of the light panel 300. The arrangement of the

light panel 300 is generally similar to the arrangement of the light panels 200A and

200B. The light panel 300 includes the first optic layer 312, the second optic layer 314

and the receiving assembly 316. Similar to the light panel 10 of FIG. 1A, a reflective

surface 340 is provided at the second optic layer 314 for directing light. As described

herein, depending on the application of the light panel 300, the reflective surface 340

can direct light to the first optic layer 312 or direct light received from the first optic layer

312.

[44] The receiving assembly 316 includes the first receiving layer 320 and the second

receiving layer 324. The heat spreader 322 is provided between the first receiving layer

320 and the second receiving layer 324. Example light paths 360 are shown in FIG. 4A.

The light paths 360 are shown without any specific direction since the light paths 360,

as described herein, will travel in different directions depending on the application of the

light panel 300. For example, the light paths 360 will travel towards the light device 330

when the light panel 300 operates as a solar panel and the light paths 360 will travel

away from the light device 330 when the light panel 300 operates as an illumination

device. The light device 330 is also mounted to the heat spreader 322. Unlike the light

panels 200A and 200B, however, the light panel 300 includes a first elastomeric

interface 3 18A between the first optic layer 312 and the first receiving layer 320 and a

second elastomeric interface 3 18B between the second optic layer 314 and the second

receiving layer 324.



[45] The first and second elastomeric interfaces 3 8A and 3 8B can physically adjust

to physical changes that may occur at the other components, in particular at the first

and second optic layers 312 and 314. As a result, the first elastomeric interface 3 8A,

for example, can minimize any stress that may otherwise be present between the first

optic layer 312 and the first receiving layer 320. The first elastomeric interface 3 8A

may also act as an adhesive between the first optic layer 3 12 and the first receiving

layer 320. The second elastomeric interface 3 18B operates in an analogous function as

the first elastomeric interface 3 18A for the second optic layer 314 and the second

receiving layer 324.

[46] Generally, the elastomeric interfaces 3 18A and 3 8B can be formed from one or

more materials associated with high elongation properties. Example materials may

include silicone, ethylene-vinyl acetate and ionomer. Silicone, for example, can

accommodate approximately 500% elongation (i.e., an elastomeric interface 318 formed

with silicone can expand to approximately five times its original size without breaking).

[47] FIG. 4B shows a light panel 300' after being exposed to a high temperature

environment, such as from being exposed to solar energy for a certain period of time

and/or from heat generated by the light device 330. As shown in FIG. 4B, the light panel

300' includes an expanded first optic layer 312' and a correspondingly expanded first

elastomeric interface 3 18A' and an expanded second optic layer 314' and a

correspondingly expanded second elastomeric interface 3 18B'. The expanded first optic

layer 312' and the expanded second optic layer 314' result in response to the optic

layers being exposed to heat. The first elastomeric interface 3 8A also expands with the

first optic layer 312, resulting in the expanded first elastomeric interface 3 8A'. The

second elastomeric interface 3 18B similarly expands with the second optic layer 314,

resulting in the expanded second elastomeric interface 3 8B'. In this way, the bond

between the expanded first optic layer 312' and the first receiving layer 320 as well as

the bond between the expanded second optic layer 314' and the second receiving layer

324 are maintained and the transmission of light within the light panel 300 is not

impaired as illustrated by exemplary light paths 360'.

[48] FIG. 4C shows a light panel 300" after being exposed to a low temperature

environment. As shown in FIG. 4C, the light panel 300" includes a contracted first optic



layer 312" and a correspondingly contracted first elastomeric interface 3 8A" and a

contracted second optic layer 314" and a correspondingly contracted second

elastomeric interface 318B". The contracted first optic layer 312" and the contracted

second optic layer 314" result in response to being exposed to low temperatures. The

first elastomeric interface 3 18A also contracts with the first optic layer 312, resulting in

the contracted first elastomeric interface 3 18A". The second elastomeric interface 3 18B

similarly contracts with the second optic layer 314, resulting in the contracted second

elastomeric interface 3 18B". In this way, the bond between the contracted first optic

layer 312" and the first receiving layer 320 as well as the bond between the contracted

second optic layer 314" and the second receiving layer 324 are maintained and the

transmission of light within the light panel 300 is not impaired, as illustrated by

exemplary light paths 360".

[49] A light panel array 350 formed of three light panels 300" is shown in FIG. 4D. As

shown in FIG. 4D, by providing the elastomeric interfaces 3 18A and 3 18B in the light

panels 300", the optic layers 312 and 314 of the light panels 300" in the light panel

array 350 can uniformly contract when exposed to a low temperature environment.

When exposed to a high temperature environment, the optic layers 312 and 314 can

similarly uniformly expand (not shown).

[50] Reference will now be made to FIGS. 5A to 5D, which are cross-sectional views

of light panels operating as solar panels in accordance with various different

embodiments. The components of the light panels shown in FIGS. 5A to 5D are similar

to the light panel 300 of FIG. 4A. Each of the light panels shown in FIGS. 5A to 5D

includes a first optic layer 412, a first elastomeric layer 4 8A, a first receiving layer 420,

a second receiving layer 424 and a second elastomeric layer 4 18B. A heat spreader

422 is also provided.

[51] The light panels shown in FIGS. 5A to 5D operate based on a one-to-one

correspondence between the lenses at the first optic layer 4 2 and the reflective surface

440 of the second optic layer 414. For example, as shown in FIG. 5A, each of the

illustrated light paths 460A travels through the first optic layer 4 12 to a specific portion of

the reflective surface 440.



[52] FIG. 5A is a light panel 400A in which a reflective surface 440 includes a primary

reflective area 440A and a secondary reflective area 440B. For the light panel 400A, the

primary reflective area 440A receives light directly from the first optic layer 4 2 and the

secondary reflective area 440B receives light from the primary reflective areas 440A. In

applications in which the light panel 400A operates as an illumination device, the

primary reflective area 440A directs light to the first optic layer 4 12 while the secondary

reflective area 440B directs light received from the light device 430 to the primary

reflective area 440A.

[53] FIG. 5B is a light panel 400B in which the reflective surface 440' of the second

optic layer 414B is formed using mirror reflectors. As shown in FIG. 5B, each of the

illustrated light paths 460B travels through the first optic layer 4 12 to a specific portion of

the reflective surface 440'.

[54] FIG. 5C is a light panel 400C that is similar to the light panel 400A. The light

panel 500C includes, at the second optic layer 4 4C, a reflective surface 440 that also

includes a primary reflective area 440A and a secondary reflective area 440B. Unlike

the primary reflective area 440A of FIG. 5A, the primary reflective area 440A of the light

panel 400C directs light received from the first optic layer 412 to the secondary

reflective area 440B with at least one reflection (shown with example light paths 460C)

via the second elastomeric interface 4 18B instead of directly to the secondary reflective

area 440B.

[55] FIG. 5D is a light panel 400D that includes a reflective surface 440 at the second

optic layer 414D that also includes a primary reflective area 440A and a secondary

reflective area 440B. In the light panel 400D, the primary reflective area 440A may

direct light directly to the secondary reflective area 440B or indirectly via at least one

reflection at the second elastomeric interface 4 18B. Example light paths 460D are

shown in FIG. 5D.

[56] It will be understood that the reflective surface 440 of any one of the light panels

400A, 400C and 400D may be provided as a mirror reflector or operate to reflect light by

total internal reflection.

[57] Various methods of assembling the light panel 10 are described herein. In some

embodiments, the various components of the light panel 10 may be assembly by being



mechanically fitted together, such as by interference fitting. Alternative methods of

assembly are described with reference to FIG. 5 .

[58] Referring now to FIG. 6 , an example method 500 for providing the light panel 10

by an assembler is shown in a flowchart. To illustrate the method 500, reference will be

made simultaneously to FIGS. A to 1C. The assembler can generally include any one

or more hardware and/or software modules that, together, can be used to construct, at

least, the light panel 10 . It will be understood that the assembler may be used to

construct different products. The assembler may be provided as a single unit or multiple

different units that can functionally cooperate together to construct the light panel 10.

[59] At 510, the assembler provides the receiving assembly 16.

[60] As described, the receiving assembly 16 includes the first receiving layer 20 and

the second receiving layer 24. The light device 30 can be coupled to the first receiving

layer 20. In some embodiments, a heat spreader 122 may be disposed between the first

receiving layer 20 and the second receiving layer 24, such as the example embodiment

shown in FIG. 2 .

[61] When constructing the light panel 10, the assembler can receive a prefabricated

receiving assembly 16. The light device 30 is already mounted within the receiving

assembly 16 and therefore, the position of the light device 30 is static.

[62] At 520, the assembler scans, with an optical module, the receiving

assembly 16 to determine a position of the light device 30.

[63] In order to determine the position of the light device 30, the optical module of the

assembler can systematically scan a surface of the receiving assembly 16 , such as a

surface of the first receiving layer 20. Since the receiving assembly 16 is substantially

transparent, the light device 30 can be visible from the surface of the first receiving layer

20 (see FIG. 1B for example). Accordingly, the optical module may include any

conventional device that can capture image data, such as a camera. The captured

image data may be provided to a processor module for review in order to determine the

position of the light device 30 with respect to the receiving assembly 16. The processor

module may be provided as part of the optical module.

[64] In comparison with simply mechanically fitting the components of the light device

30 together, the optical module can minimize inaccurate positioning of the various



components. As described herein, the light device 30 can be inaccurately positioned

within the receiving assembly 16 at the time of manufacture. In order to facilitate

potential inaccurate positioning of the light device 30 when the light panel is

mechanically fitted together, the size of the light device 30 may need to be increased to

provide a larger surface area for capturing or providing light. On the other hand, the use

of the optical module to identify the position of the light device 30 when assembling the

light panel 10 can compensate for the inaccurate positioning of the light device 30 within

the receiving assembly 16.

[65] The position of the light device 30 may be provided relative to one or more edges

of a surface of the receiving assembly 16. For example, the position of the light device

30 may be provided in terms of the Cartesian coordinate system and with respect to two

perpendicular edges of the surface of the first receiving layer 20. It will be understood

that other coordinate systems and surfaces may similarly be used for representing the

position of the light device 30.

[66] The assembler may also store the position of the light device 30 into a storage

module, which can include RAM, ROM, one or more hard drives, one or more flash

drives or some other suitable data storage elements such as disk drives, etc. located at

the assembler or remotely from the assembler. The assembler may also store the

captured image data in the storage module.

[67] At 530, the assembler places the first optic layer 12 adjacent to the first

receiving layer 20 based on the position of the light device 30.

[68] By individually placing the first optic layer 12 onto the receiving assembly 16

based on the position of the light device 30, the tolerance of the light panel 10, and in

particular for a light panel array such as array 100, can be improved. In certain existing

solar power systems, both optical components and PV cells are prefabricated into

arrays. As a result, the positions of each of the optical components and PV cells in the

arrays are preset and cannot be altered when they are assembled together into a solar

panel array. That is, if any one of the optical components and PV cells in the array were

positioned incorrectly or if any one of the optical components experiences shrinkage

over time, most, and potentially all, of the optical components and respective PV cells

may be misaligned and operation of the solar power system overall would be impaired.



[69] In the described method of providing the light panel 10, the assembler can

construct the light panel 10 by aligning individual optic components, such as first optic

layer 2 and second optic layer 14, with the respective light device 30.

[70] Once the assembler has determined the position of the light device 30, the

assembler can place the first optic layer 12 adjacent to the first receiving layer 20. The

assembler can include any known control components that can accurately maneuver

and position the first optic layer 12, such as a picker or a mechanical arm.

[71] The assembler may also mount the first optic layer 12 to the first receiving layer

20 with an adhesive material. In general, the adhesive material should also be

substantially transparent. As described, the adhesive material may form the elastomeric

interface 3 18 , in some embodiments, to facilitate any thermo-expansion at the first optic

layer 12.

[72] In some embodiments, the assembler may further place the first optic layer 12

with respect to the light device 30 in order to align each lens at the first optic layer 12

with the light device 30 to facilitate the light path between the one or more lenses and

the light device 30.

[73] At 540, the assembler places the second optic layer 14 adjacent to the

second receiving layer 24 based on the placement of the first optic layer 12.

[74] After placing the first optic layer 12 adjacent to the first receiving layer 20, the

assembler may proceed to place the second optic layer 14 adjacent to the second

receiving layer 24. In some embodiments, the assembler may flip the receiving

assembly 16 prior to placing the second optic layer 1 adjacent to the second receiving

layer 24.

[75] In embodiments of light panel arrays, such as light panel array 100, the

assembler may proceed to place each of the first optic layers 12 to form the first optic

layer 112 for the light panel array 100 prior to placing the second optic layers 4 onto

the receiving assembly 116.

[76] Continuing with 540, the assembler may determine the placement of the first

optic layer 12 with respect to the receiving assembly 16 by scanning, with the optical

module, an initial light panel that is composed of the first optic layer 2 and the receiving

assembly 16. Since the first optic layer 12 and the receiving assembly 16 are



substantially transparent, the assembler can determine, with relatively high accuracy, a

position of the first optic layer 12 based on, at least, a portion of a perimeter of the first

optic layer 12 as seen from the bottom view of the light panel 0 , or the first optic layer

12 may include fiducial markers that the optical module can detect in order to determine

the orientation and/or position of the first optic layer 12.

[77] Placing the second optic layer 14 relative to the first optic layer 12 further

increases the tolerance and efficiency of the light panel 10 as a whole since the

operation of solar panels and illumination devices rely substantially on the alignment of

the light device 30 and the optical components, such as the first optic layer 12 and the

second optic layer 14.

[78] The assembler may then proceed to mount the second optic layer 14 to the

second receiving layer 24 based on the placement of the respective first optic layer 2 .

The assembler may mount the second optic layer 14 using an adhesive material that is

substantially transparent. It will also be understood that 530 and 540 may be performed

in reversed order. That is, the assembler may place the second optic layer 14 with

respect to the light device 30, and then place the first optic layer 12 with respect to the

second optic layer 14.

[79] In some embodiments, the various components of the light panel array 100

shown in FIG. 2 may include fiducial markers that can be detected by the optical module

in order to identify a position and/or orientation of those components so that those

components may be aligned with respect to one another. Providing fiducial markers on

components in addition to the first optic layer 12 may help to increase the efficiency in

the assembly of the light panel array 100.

[80] The receiver assembly 116 of FIG. 2 may also be assembled with the use of the

optical module.

[81] The present invention has been described here by way of example only. Various

modification and variations may be made to these example embodiments without

departing from the spirit and scope of the invention, which is limited only by the

appended claims.



We claim:

A light panel comprising:

a first optic layer for transmitting light;

a second optic layer having a reflective surface configured for one of directing

light from the first optic layer and directing light to the first optic layer; and

a receiving assembly disposed between the first optic layer and the second optic

layer, the receiving assembly having:

a first receiving layer adjacent to the first optic layer;

a second receiving layer adjacent to the second optic layer and separated

from the first receiving layer; and

a light device coupled to the first receiving layer, the light device being

operable to receive light from the reflective surface via the second receiving layer

when the reflective surface is configured to direct light from the first optic layer;

and the light device being operable to provide light to the reflective surface via

the second receiving layer when the reflective surface is configured to direct light

to the first optic layer;

wherein each of the first optic layer, the second optic layer and the receiving

sembly is substantially transparent.

The light panel of claim 1, wherein the second optic layer is substantially parallel to

the first optic layer.

The light panel of any one of claims 1 and 2 , wherein the receiving assembly is

substantially rigid.

The light panel of any one of claims 1 to 3 , wherein the light device is coupled to the

first receiving layer such that an opening of the light device faces the reflective

surface of the second optic layer and faces away from the first optic layer.



5 . The light panel of any one of claims 1 to 4 , wherein the reflective surface directs light

from one of the first optic layer and the light device to the other one of the first optic

layer and the light device by reflecting the light.

6 . The light panel of claim 5 , wherein the reflective surface directs light from one of the

first optic layer and the light device to the other one of the first optic layer and the

light device within two reflections.

7 . The light panel of any one of claims 1 to 6 , wherein:

the reflective surface comprises a primary reflective area and a secondary

reflective area; and

one of the primary reflective area and the secondary reflective area directs light

to the other one of the primary reflective area and the secondary reflective.

8 . The light panel of any one of claims 1 to 7 , wherein the light device comprises a

photovoltaic cell for collecting the light transmitted from the first optic layer and

reflected from the reflective surface of the second optic layer.

9 . The light panel of claim 8 , wherein:

the first optic layer receives the light from an external light source and transmits

the light to the second optic layer; and

the reflective surface of the second optic layer directs the light from the first optic

layer to the light device using one or more reflections.

10. The light panel any one of claims 1 to 7 , wherein the light device comprises a light

source for providing the light to be transmitted, by the first optic layer, externally

away from the light panel.

1 .The light panel of claim 10, wherein:

the reflective surface of the second optic layer receives the light from the light

source and directs the light to the first optic layer using one or more reflections; and



the first optic layer transmits the reflected light from the second optic layer

externally away from the light panel.

12. The light panel of any one of claims 1 to , wherein:

one of the first optic layer and the second optic layer comprises a first material

associated with a first coefficient of thermal expansion; and

one of the first receiving layer and the second receiving layer comprises a

second material associated with a second coefficient of thermal expansion, wherein

the first coefficient of thermal expansion and the second coefficient of thermal

expansion are different.

13. The light panel of claim 12, wherein the first coefficient of thermal expansion is

greater than the second coefficient of thermal expansion.

14. The light panel of any one of claims 12 and 13, wherein the first material comprises

a polymer-based material and the second material comprises glass.

15. The light panel of claim 14, wherein the polymer-based material comprises

poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA).

16. The light panel of any one of claims 1 to 15 further comprises an elastomeric

interface disposed between the first optic layer and the first receiving layer, wherein

the elastomeric interface physically adjusts with at least physical changes at the first

optic layer.

17. The light panel of claim 16, wherein the elastomeric interface comprises at least one

of silicone, ethylene-vinyl acetate and ionomer.

18. The light panel of any one of claims 1 to 17, wherein the first optic layer comprises

an annular lens.



19. The light panel of claim 18, wherein the light device is coupled to the first receiving

layer relative to the annular lens to facilitate a light path between the annular lens

and the light device via the reflective surface.

20. The light panel of any one of claims 18 to 19, wherein:

the first optic layer further comprises an outer annular lens concentric with the

annular lens, wherein an inner edge of the outer annular lens is coupled to an

exterior edge of the annular lens; and

the light device is mounted to the first receiving layer relative to the annular lens

and the outer annular lens to facilitate a light path between the first optic layer and

the light device via the reflective surface.

2 1 .The light panel of any one of claims 1 to 20, wherein the receiving assembly further

includes a heat spreader disposed between the first receiving layer and the second

receiving layer.

22. The light panel of claim 2 1 , wherein the light device is mounted to a portion of the

heat spreader.

23. The light panel of any one of claims 2 1 and 22, wherein the heat spreader is

provided in a configuration that minimally interferes with transmission of light

between the first optic layer and the second optic layer.

24. The light panel of any one of claims 2 1 to 23, wherein the heat spreader is provided

in a hub and spoke configuration.

25. The light panel of any one of claims 2 1 to 23, wherein the heat spreader is provided

in a planar configuration.

26. The light panel of any one of claims 1 to 25, wherein the first receiving layer and the

second receiving layer are separated by an encapsulant.



27. The light panel of claim 26, wherein the encapsulant comprises silicone.

28. A light panel array comprising a series of at least two light panels defined in

accordance to any one of claims 1 to 27.

29. A method of providing a light panel by an assembler comprising:

providing a receiving assembly, the receiving assembly having:

a first receiving layer;

a second receiving layer separated from the first receiving layer; and

a light device coupled to the first receiving layer;

scanning, with an optical module, the receiving assembly to determine a position

of the light device;

placing a first optic layer adjacent to the first receiving layer based on the position

of the light device; and

placing a second optic layer adjacent to the second receiving layer based on the

placement of the first optic layer;

wherein each of the first optic layer, the second optic layer and the receiving

assembly is substantially transparent.

30. The method of providing the light panel of claim 29, wherein scanning the receiving

assembly further comprises storing the position of the light device.

3 1.The method of providing the light panel of any one of claims 29 and 30, wherein:

the first optic layer comprises at least one lens; and

placing the first optic layer adjacent to the first receiving layer further comprises

aligning each lens with the light device to facilitate a light path between the lens and

the light device.



32. The method of providing the light panel of any one of claims 29 to 3 1 , wherein

placing the first optic layer adjacent to the first receiving layer further comprises

mounting the first optic layer to the first receiving layer using an adhesive material.

33. The method of providing the light panel of claim 32, wherein the adhesive materia!

forms an elastomeric interface that physically adjusts with at least physical changes

at the first optic layer.

34. The method of providing the light panel of any one of claims 29 to 33 further

comprising:

flipping the receiving assembly prior to placing the second optic layer adjacent to

the second receiving layer.

35. The method of providing the light panel of any one of claims 29 to 34, wherein

placing the second optic layer adjacent to the second receiving layer further

comprises:

after placing the first optic layer adjacent to the first receiving layer, scanning,

with the optical module, an initial light panel composed of the first optic layer and the

receiving assembly to determine a position of the first optic layer relative to the

receiving assembly.

36. The method of providing the light panel of any one of claims 29 to 35, wherein

placing the second optic layer adjacent to the second receiving layer further

comprises mounting the second optic layer to the second receiving layer using an

adhesive material.
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